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ABSTRACT
Multiple sequence alignments are the usual starting
point for analyses of protein structure and evolution.
For proteins with repeated, shuffled and missing
domains, however, traditional multiple sequence
alignment algorithms fail to provide an accurate
view of homology between related proteins, because
they either assume that the input sequences are
globally alignable or require locally alignable
regions to appear in the same order in all sequences.
In this paper, we present ProDA, a novel system for
automated detection and alignment of homolog-
ous regions in collections of proteins with arbitrary
domain architectures. Given an input set of un-
aligned sequences, ProDA identifies all homologous
regions appearing in one or more sequences, and
returns a collection of local multiple alignments for
these regions. On a subset of the BAliBASE bench-
marking suite containing curated alignments of
proteins with complicated domain architectures,
ProDA performs well in detecting conserved domain
boundaries and clustering domain segments, achie-
ving the highest accuracy to date for this task. We
conclude that ProDA is a practical tool for automated
alignment of protein sequences with repeats and
rearrangements in their domain architecture.
INTRODUCTION
Protein multiple sequence alignments have a wide range
of applications in bioinformatics, from determination and
classiﬁcation of protein families (1,2) to identiﬁcation of
evolutionarily constrained regions for aiding protein struc-
tural or functional prediction (3,4). In principle, given a set
of related sequences, a sequence alignment program identiﬁes
and organizes regions shared between some or all of the
input sequences, and produces multiple alignments: ordered
columns of homologous letters between the sequences
interleaved with gaps. In practice, there are diverse kinds of
sequence homologies exhibited within classes of related pro-
teins: whereas some protein families share global sequence
similarity, other related proteins often have short homologous
regions embedded in longer regions of no conservation (5).
For many biologically important protein families, domains
may be repeated or shufﬂed (i.e. the order of domains may
vary within a set of related proteins). Signiﬁcantly, most pro-
teins in prokaryotes and eukaryotes have multiple domains
(6), with the number of domain instances ranging from
2t o>100 (7,8). Although many current aligners address
some variants of local protein homology detection (Previous
Work), few existing methods attempt to fully automate the
alignment of proteins with complicated domain organization.
Rather, obtaining meaningful alignments of such groups of
proteins often requires competent application of many exist-
ing sequence comparison tools combined with a great deal of
manual intervention.
In this paper, we present ProDA (protein domain aligner),
an integrated alignment methodology designed speciﬁcally
to tackle the problem of aligning proteins with repeated and
shufﬂed domains. At a high level, the algorithm computes
local alignments for every pair of sequences, clusters such
alignments into blocks of approximately globally alignable
subsequences, determines block boundaries, resolves incon-
sistencies between pairwise alignments and ﬁnally multiply
aligns these blocks. Algorithmically, ProDA combines
several existing ideas in the literature, such as progressive
alignment (9), maximum expected accuracy and probabilistic
consistency (10) and efﬁcient extraction of local align-
ments from a Smith–Waterman table (11–13), with novel
heuristics for determining domain boundaries and clustering
domains (14).
Although accuracy metrics exist for evaluating traditional
alignment approaches, these measures do not assess the
ability of the aligner to recapitulate the known domain organ-
ization of gold-standard alignments. Thus, we designed an
ensemble of new accuracy measures that quantify the ability
of an aligner to recover the correct domain organization of a
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6 of BAliBASE 2.0 (15), which was specially designed to
include protein sequences with complex domain structures,
ProDA recovers known domain organizations with higher
accuracy than previous methods. We conclude that ProDA
is a useful method for automated multiple alignment of multi-
domain proteins and represents a signiﬁcant step towards
addressing a problem not solved by traditional protein align-
ers. Source code, executables and benchmarking scripts for
program evaluation are publicly available at http://proda.
stanford.edu.
Previous work
Global alignment methods implicitly assume that input
sequences are related over their whole length with the excep-
tion of short insertions and deletions (16). When this assump-
tion does not hold, such as in the case of multi-domain
proteins with differing domain architectures, global algo-
rithms at best produce a partial view of the homology between
their input sequences. For these cases, several local multiple
alignment algorithms have been developed, including
DIALIGN (8,17), ITERALIGN (18) and SATCHMO (19).
The POA multiple alignment algorithm (20) introduced par-
tial order alignments, which represents homologies between
the sequences with a directed acyclic graph. However, these
methods still require that homologous regions appear in the
same order in each sequence.
The problem of dealing with repeated and shufﬂed regions
in protein sequences is not unique to multiple sequence align-
ment. Motif ﬁnders, for example, are one class of methods
that can detect repeats and rearrangements in biological
sequences (21–23). These methods construct local multiple
alignments from blocks of gap-free sequence fragments.
However, motif ﬁnders can only ﬁnd short, well-conserved
motifs whose instances typically must have the same length.
Dealing with repeated and shufﬂed domains also plays a
role in the construction of protein domain databases. A com-
mon approach for constructing proﬁles of domain families is
to use a local pairwise aligner such as BLAST (24,25) to
search for homologous sequence fragments, and then realign
the extracted fragments using a global multiple alignment
algorithm. MACAW (26) was the ﬁrst tool to perform this
process in a semi-automatic manner—users must decide
which fragments to cluster in an alignable block and where
to set fragment boundaries. A later method, DOMAINER
(27) automated these steps and was used to create early ver-
sions of the ProDom database of protein domain families
(28); however, the DOMAINER algorithm does not allow
for gapped alignments, thus greatly limiting its applicability
to distantly related sequences. Mocca (29) is a method for
ﬁnding repeats in a set of protein sequences but requires a
repeat instance to be pre-speciﬁed by the user.
Repeat-ﬁnding algorithms specialize in the detection
and alignment of repeats within a single protein sequence
(11,30–32). Typically, repeat ﬁnders work by ﬁnding subop-
timal local alignments of a sequence to itself. Repeat libraries
are then constructed from collections of suboptimal align-
ments. Methods for this latter step include graph clustering
(31), heuristic repeat boundary detection (30) and statist-
ical signiﬁcance analysis of repeat alignments (11,32).
Repeat-ﬁnding algorithms operate on single sequences, and
thus do not directly handle the problem of repeat detection
for multiple sequence data; we return to a discussion of
their applicability to multiple alignment later (Results).
For sequences with repeats but no rearrangements, the
recent RAlign program applies a novel alignment algorithm
that accounts for repeats (33). However, RAlign returns a
global alignment of the input sequences, and thus makes
no attempt to identify relationships between homologous
segments within the same sequence.
To date, the only existing tool that directly addresses the
local multiple alignment problem is the ABA program of
Raphael et al. (12). Given a set of sequences and a set of pair-
wise local alignments, ABA constructs a weighted, cyclic,
directed multi-graph called an A-Bruijn graph to represent
the multiple alignment of a set of input sequences. Here, con-
struction of a multiple alignment reduces to construction of
the corresponding A-Bruijn graph, where high-multiplicity
edges represent aligned protein domains. Though A-Bruijn
graphs are ﬂexible enough to represent a large variety of
domain organizations, the performance of the actual ABA
alignment tool in identifying homology in biological
sequences is unknown. In Results, we compare the ABA
tool to our own method, ProDA, on real data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Algorithm overview
Given m protein sequences S ¼ {S1,...,Sm} and a minimum
alignment length Lmin, ProDA returns a set of aligned regions
with length at least Lmin. The algorithm consists of seven
steps (Figure 1):
Step 1: Generation of pairwise local alignments (PLAs)
Using the pair-HMM shown in Figure 2, compute all local
alignments of length at least Lmin between each pair of
sequences in S. To do this, repeat the following until no
local alignment of length at least Lmin is found:
(1) Compute the best local alignment using either a variant
of posterior decoding (Algorithm Details) or the Viterbi
algorithm. Stop if the best local alignment is shorter than
Lmin. Otherwise, store the alignment found.
(2) Mark cells in the dynamic programming matrix corre-
sponding to the best alignment found in substep 1,
disallowing them from contributing to future alignments.
Step 2: Inference of repeats from pairwise alignments
Some local alignments found in Step 1 may simultaneously
overlap in both sequences, indicating the presence of repeats.
Break overlapping alignments into shorter non-overlapping
PLAs that putatively correspond to individual repeats. This
step can be seen as a post-processing step for Step 1 and does
not guarantee ﬁnding all real repeats.
Step 3: Generation of a block of alignable sequence
fragments
Two sequence fragments are alignable if they align to
each other in one PLA or both of them align to a third frag-
ment in two different PLAs. A block of alignable fragments
is a set of sequence fragments in which at least one fragment
is alignable to all the other fragments. Compute the block B
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boundaries of each fragment within the block by averaging
the boundary positions of PLAs corresponding to the block
fragments.
Step 4: Construction of guide tree and adjustment of the
block
For the block B from Step 3:
(1) For every pair of sequence fragments b, c 2 B compute
the posterior probabilities P(bi   cj j b, c) that letters bi 2
b and cj 2 c are paired in an alignment generated by the
pair HMM of Figure 3.
(2) Define the expected accuracy of a pairwise alignment A
between b and c to be the expected number of correctly
aligned pairs of letters, divided by the length of the
shorter sequence:
EðaccuracyðAÞjb‚cÞ¼
1
minðjbj‚jcjÞ
X
bi cj 2A
Pðbi cjjb‚cÞ:
Construct a guide tree for B via hierarchical clustering,
using E(b,c) ¼ maxA E(accuracy(A) j b,c) as a measure of
similarity between two fragments b and c. Stop the
clustering procedure early if the similarity between two
clusters to be merged drops below a threshold. Select the
largest tree T built up to this point as the guide tree for B.
(3) Retain only fragments belonging to tree T and remove all
the other fragments from B.
(4) Re-estimate the match scores P(bi   cj j b, c) using the
probabilistic consistency transformation, which incorpo-
rates similarity of b and c to other fragments from B into
the b–c pairwise comparison.
Pðbi cjjb‚cÞ 
1
jBj
X
d2B
X
dk
Pðbi dkjb‚dÞPðdk cjjd‚cÞ:
Step 5: Progressive alignment of the block
For the block and corresponding tree built in Step 4 pro-
gressively align fragments according to the order speciﬁed in
the tree. Alignments are scored using a sum-of-pairs scoring
function in which aligned residues are assigned the match
quality scores P(bi   cj j b, c) and gap penalties are set to zero.
Step 6: Extraction of ﬁnal alignments from block alignment
Extract the longest fraction of the block alignment that
begins and ends with columns containing no gaps.
Step 7: Removal of used PLAs
Remove PLAs corresponding to the fragments of the block
to prevent them from contributing to subsequent blocks. If
no PLAs remain, stop the algorithm. Otherwise go to Step 3.
The end result of the algorithm is a set of aligned regions
with length at least Lmin. An example alignment generated via
the ProDA algorithm is shown in Figure 3.
Algorithm details
In this section, we provide a detailed description of each step
in the ProDA algorithm.
1. Pairwise local alignment. The ProDA algorithm begins by
performing all-versus-all pairwise local alignments (PLAs).
For each pair of sequences x and y in S, ProDA computes a
set of high-scoring local alignments using an iterative proce-
dure; in each step of the iterative procedure, a single PLA is
found using either a variant of posterior decoding (described
below) or the Viterbi algorithm.
In practice, computing all-versus-all local alignments is the
most computationally demanding part of the algorithm. On a
Pentium IV 3.6 GHz system with 2 GB memory, ProDA
processes all 86 reference sets of proteins within BAliBASE
reference 6 in  2.5 h when using posterior decoding, and
in <1 h when using Viterbi decoding for pairwise alignment.
Pairwise alignment using posterior decoding. For each pair
of input sequences x and y, ProDA models the probability dis-
tribution over all possible alignments using the pair-HMM
…
…
unaligned
sequences
pairwise local alignments (PLAs)
non-overlapping PLAs
guide tree block MSA trimmed MSA
for each
 block...
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)
blocks of alignable
fragments
Figure 1. Overview of the ProDA algorithm. (A) Compute all-versus-all
PLAs. (B) Identify possible repeats by computing non-overlapping PLAs.
(C) Generate a block of possibly alignable regions from the PLAs. (D)
Compute a guide tree for the block. (E) Progressively align sequences in the
block and eliminate spurious alignments using heuristic filters. (F) Trim the
block alignment. (G) Discard used PLAs, and repeat the alignment process
until no more alignable blocks of length at least Lmin can be found. The end
result is a set of aligned regions with length at least Lmin.
Figure 2. Pair HMM for local alignment of two sequences x and y. State M
emits two letters, one from each sequence, and corresponds to the two letters
being aligned together. State Ix emits a letter in sequence x that is aligned to a
gap, and similarly state Iy emits a letter in sequence y that is aligned to a gap.
States LFx and LFy emit two unaligned flanking subsequences on the left of
the local alignment. Similarly, states RFx and RFy emit two unaligned
flanking subsequences on the right of the local alignment.
5934 Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 20shown in Figure 2. In particular, the ProDA posterior decod-
ing algorithm distinguishes between three types of events:
(i) xi   yj ¼ M: letters xi and yj are aligned (i.e. emitted
simultaneously by the pair-HMM); (ii) xi ¼ Fx: letter xi
was emitted from one of the x ﬂanking states (LFx or RFx);
and (iii) yj ¼ Fy: letter yj was emitted from one of the y ﬂank-
ing states (LFy or RFy). ProDA performs the following steps:
(a) Let Z denote a set of pairs of positions from x and y
that we do not allow to be aligned. Initially, let Z be the
empty set.
(b) For each i and j, compute the posterior probabilities
P(xi   yj ¼ M j x, y, Z), P(xi ¼ Fx j x, y, Z), and
P(yj ¼ Fy j x, y, Z) using a modification of the standard
forward and backward algorithms (28).
(c) Define the quality q(A) of a local alignment A as
qðAÞ¼
X
xi yj 2 A
½2·Pðxi   yj ¼ M j x‚y‚ZÞ
  Pðxi ¼ Fx j x‚y‚ZÞ Pðyj ¼ Fy j x‚y‚ZÞ ‚
 
MATK_HUMAN(51-118) GRB2_HUMAN(1-56) GRB2_HUMAN(159-217) CRKL_HUMAN(126-185)  
CRKL_HUMAN(238-298) ABL1_HUMAN(64-123)  
 
MATK_HUMAN    TQ--CITKCEHTRPKPGELAFRKGDVVTILEACENKSWYRVKHHTSGQEGLLAAGALRER 
GRB2_HUMAN    ME--AIAKYDFKATADDELSFKRGDILKVLNEECDQNWYKAE--LNGKDGFIPKNYIE-- 
GRB2_HUMAN    TY--VQALFDFDPQEDGELGFRRGDFIHVMDN-SDPNWWKGA--CHGQTGMFPRNYVTPV 
CRKL_HUMAN    EY--VRTLYDFPGNDAEDLPFKKGEILVIIEK-PEEQWWSAR-NKDGRVGMIPVPYVEKL 
CRKL_HUMAN    VFAKAIQKRVPCAYDKTALALEVGDIVKVTRMNINGQW-EGE--VNGRKGLFPFTHVKIF 
ABL1_HUMAN    NL--FVALYDFVASGDNTLSITKGEKLRVLGYNHNGEWCEAQ--TKNGQGWVPSNYITPV 
                                * :  *: : :     : .*        . * ..  :    
 
MATK_HUMAN    EALSADPKLS 
GRB2_HUMAN    --M------K 
GRB2_HUMAN    NRN------V 
CRKL_HUMAN    VRS------S 
CRKL_HUMAN    DPQ------N 
ABL1_HUMAN    NSL------E 
 
ABL1_HUMAN(124-215) MATK_HUMAN(119-209) GRB2_HUMAN(57-147) CRKL_HUMAN(11-100) 
 
ABL1_HUMAN    KHSWYHGPVSRNAAEYLLSSGIN-GSFLVRESESSPGQRSISLRYEGRVYHYRINTASDG 
MATK_HUMAN    LMPWFHGKISGQEAVQQLQPPED-GLFLVRESARHPGDYVLCVSFGRDVIHYRVL-HRDG 
GRB2_HUMAN    PHPWFFGKIPRAKAEEMLSKQRHDGAFLIRESESAPGDFSLSVKFGNDVQHFKVLRDGAG 
CRKL_HUMAN    RSAWYMGPVSRQEAQTRLQGQRH-GMFLVRDSSTCPGDYVLSVSENSRVSHYIINSLPNR 
                .*: * :.  *   *.  . * **:*:*   **:  :.:     * *: :       
 
ABL1_HUMAN    KLYVSSESRFNTLAELVHHHSTVADGLITTLHY 
MATK_HUMAN    HLTIDEAVFFCNLMDMVEHYSKDKGAICTKLVR 
GRB2_HUMAN    KYFL-WVVKFNSLNELVDYHRSTSV-SRNQQIF 
CRKL_HUMAN    RFKI-GDQEFDHLPALLEFYKIHYL-DTTTLIE 
              :  :     *  *  ::..:        .  
 
MATK_HUMAN(210-324) ABL1_HUMAN(218-335)  
 
MATK_HUMAN    PKRKHGTKSAEEELARAGWLLNLQHLTLGAQIGEGEFGAVLQGEYL--GQKVAVKNIKCD 
ABL1_HUMAN    PKRNKPTVYGV-SPNYDKWEMERTDITMKHKLGGGQYGEVYEGVWKKYSLTVAVKTLKED 
              ***:: *  . .    * ::  .:*:  ::* *::* * :* :   . .****.:* * 
 
MATK_HUMAN    V-TAQAFLDETAVMTKMQHENLVRLLGVILHQ-GLYIVMEHVSKGNLVNFLRTRGRALV 
ABL1_HUMAN    TMEVEEFLKEAAVMKEIKHPNLVQLLGVCTREPPFYIITEFMTYGNLLDYLRECNRQEV 
              . .: **.*:***.:::* ***:****  ::  :**: *.:: ***:::**  .*  *  
 
MATK_HUMAN(325-493) ABL1_HUMAN(336-508)  
 
MATK_HUMAN    NTAQLLQFSLHVAEGMEYLESKKLVHRDLAARNILVSEDLVAKVSDFGLAKAER----KG 
ABL1_HUMAN    NAVVLLYMATQISSAMEYLEKKNFIHRDLAARNCLVGENHLVKVADFGLSRLMTGDTYTA 
              *:. ** :: :::..*****.*:::******** **.*: :.**:****::       .. 
 
MATK_HUMAN    LDSSRLPVKWTAPEALKHGKFTSKSDVWSFGVLLWEVFSYGRAPYPKMSLKEVSEAVEKG 
ABL1_HUMAN    HAGAKFPIKWTAPESLAYNKFSIKSDVWAFGVLLWEIATYGMSPYPGIDLSQVYELLEKD 
                .:::*:******:* :.**: *****:*******: :** :*** :.*.:* * :**. 
 
MATK_HUMAN    YRMEPPEGCPGPVHVLMSSCWEAEPARRPPFRKLAEKLARELRSAGAPASVSG 
ABL1_HUMAN    YRMERPEGCPEKVYELMRACWQWNPSDRPSFAEIHQAFETMFQESSISDEVEK 
              **** *****  *: ** :**: :*: **.* :: : :   ::.:. . .*.  
(A)
(C)
GRB2_HUMAN
SH3  SH2  SH3
A  A B 
MATK_HUMAN
S SH2 TyrKc
A  B D
CRKL_HUMAN
SH2  SH3 SH3
A B  A
ABL1_HUMAN
SH3  SH2 TyrKc
A  B D
C
C
(i)
(B)
(D)
Figure 3. Example of alignments produced by ProDA. Here we show the alignments of four proteins with SWISSPROT ids GRB2_HUMAN, MATK_HUMAN,
CRKL_HUMAN and ABL1_HUMAN, respectively. This set was used previously to demonstrate POA (20) and ABA (12). In (i) we show each sequence as a
line to scale such that one residue always has the same length. Above the line is the PFAM (21,42) annotation, below the line are the regions aligned by ProDA.
These regions are assigned arbitrary letters that refer to the detailed alignments in (A) through (D). ABL1_HUMAN is truncated as it is significantly longer than
the other sequences (1130 residues, compared with 507 for MATK_HUMAN), and there are no further PFAM annotations or aligned ProDA regions. In this set
we observe different domain structures in each protein including a tandem repeat (SH3 in CRKL_HUMAN) and a rearrangement (SH2-SH3 in CRKL_HUMAN
and SH3-SH2 in ABL1_HUMAN). In this example, ProDA successfully reconstructs the known domain organization, although the tyrosine kinase domain is
split into two segments (C and D).
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xi   yj in A. ProDA computes the local alignment A* that
maximizes q(A) using the Smith–Waterman algorithm (13).
(d) If A* is shorter than Lmin then stop. Otherwise, store the
local alignment found and proceed to (e).
(e) For each aligned residue pair xi   yj in the local
alignment A*, we wish to ignore future local alignments
from reusing the same residue pair or identifying a repeat
of size shorter than Lmin. To accomplish this, we mark all
candidate letter pairs that are within Lmin residues of
(xi,yj) in either sequence x or sequence y; i.e. set
Z   Z [f ð xi + k‚yjÞ‚ðxi‚yj + kÞg
for all k such that  Lmin < k < Lmin (Figure 4).
(f) Using our new augmented set Z of disallowed residue
pairs, go back to Step (b) and recompute the posterior
probabilities, noting that we disallow all HMM paths
which attempt to align pairs of positions in Z.
Finding all local pairwise alignments between two
sequences takes time O(nL
2), where L is the length of each
sequence and n is the number of local alignments. For m
sequences, the entire all-versus-all PLA computation takes
O(nm
2L
2) time. The above algorithm can be used to align a
sequence against itself to ﬁnd repeats by ﬁrst marking the
diagonal as described above. The current implementation
of ProDA does not use this option, but instead ﬁnds repeats
during Step 2.
Pairwise alignment using Viterbi decoding. Alternatively,
a set of local alignments between sequences x and y can be
computed using Viterbi decoding, by performing steps (a)
through (f) above except that we now skip Step (b) and
replace Step (c) with the following:
(c0) Compute the local alignment A* that maximizes the
alignment probability P(A j x, y, Z) using the Viterbi
algorithm (16).
We note that there is no need to recompute the entire
Viterbi dynamic programming tables in each iteration of
procedure above since only a portion of the tables will be
affected when marking positions to be added to Z. The
Waterman–Eggert algorithm (34) uses this observation to
compute the set of top-scoring Viterbi parses efﬁciently. If
each local alignment has length l < L and there are n align-
ments for each sequence pair, ﬁnding all local alignments
between two sequences takes time O(L
2) + O(nl
2). Thus,
the local alignment step for m sequences takes time
O(m
2L
2) + O(nm
2l
2).
2. Inference of repeats from pairwise alignments. When two
sequences share several nearby homologous repeats, a local
alignment algorithm will generally ﬁnd long local alignments
spanning several repeat copies, along with shorter alignments
containing fewer repeat copies. When two local align-
ments overlap in both sequences, ProDA breaks them into
shorter alignments before proceeding to the subsequent
steps (Figure 5).
If there are originally n local alignments of two sequences,
the number of resulting non-overlapping PLAs is at
most O(n
2) [e.g. n copies of a perfect tandem repeat yield
n(n   1)/2 PLAs]. For a local alignment A, computing the
set of sequence x boundaries for all alignments that overlap
A in sequence y takes O(n) time and splitting A takes O(l)
time, so the total running time for repeat inference is O(nm
2l).
3. Blocks of alignable sequence fragments. From an arbitrary
set of PLAs, ProDA forms blocks, or sets of aligned frag-
ments in which at least one fragment is alignable to all others
either directly or via a third fragment, using a greedy iterative
procedure. In each pass, ProDA selects the largest possible
set of sequences to form a block. Then ProDA attempts to
determine boundaries for each of the sequences in the block.
This latter step can be difﬁcult since PLAs have different
lengths and boundaries (Figure 6A), and moreover, the pair-
wise alignments within a set of PLAs may be inconsistent
with each other (Figure 6B).
ProDA uses a simple heuristic for fragment boundary
determination. Recalling the deﬁnition of a block, let b denote
a sequence fragment alignable to all other sequences within
the current block whose boundaries we wish to determine.
After ﬁltering for outliers (see below), ProDA computes the
average index of the ﬁrst and last residue of sequence b in
Lmin x
y
Figure 4. Marking of used positions in the alignment matrix. If a pair of
letters xi and yj are paired in the current local alignment, they are marked
(with a closed circle) to denote their exclusion from future local alignments.
In addition, all letter pairs within Lmin residues of (xi,yj) in either sequence x
or sequence y are also marked (with dotted lines) in order to prevent ProDA
from identifying repeats of length shorter than Lmin.
A 
B 
C 
D
M
N
x 
y 
Figure 5. Breaking long local alignments that span several copies of a repeat.
The two local alignments AD and MN overlap in both sequence x and y.
Thus, we split AD into AB, BC and CD in order to obtain a set of non-
overlapping PLAs.
A A A L K E W M A A A 
B B L K - W M B B B 
C C C C L L K - W M C C 
(B) (A)
12 34 A
B
C
D
E
Figure 6. Challenges in determining fragment boundaries. (A) PLAs have
different overlaps. (B) Different alignments are inconsistent making it hard
to decide whether the third fragment should begin from the first or the
second ‘L’.
5936 Nucleic Acids Research, 2006, Vol. 34, No. 20each of the PLAs; these averaged beginning and end coordi-
nates and their projections to the other sequences form the
boundaries of the new block.
Long PLAs that contain many repeats or short PLAs that
are similar to parts of real homologous fragments may cause
dramatic skews in the average beginning and end index for
the block with respect to sequence b. To prevent this from
occurring, we ﬁlter out PLAs whose beginning or ending res-
idue position in sequence b differs from the mean by >1 SD,
and recompute average beginning and end indices for each
block after this ﬁltering has been done. For example, in
Figure 6A, point 1 is an outlier so the left boundary of the
block is computed by averaging points 2, 3 and 4.
4. Guide tree construction. ProDA uses the same procedure as
in ProbCons to build a tree with high expected alignment
reliability. In particular, given a set of sequence fragments
from a block, deﬁne the similarity function E(b,c)t ob e
the expected accuracy of aligning two fragments b and c.
Initially, each fragment is placed in its own cluster. Then,
the two most similar clusters are merged to form a new clus-
ter bc. The similarity between bc and any other cluster d is
deﬁned as E(b,c)[E(b,d) + E(c,d)]/2.
ProDA stops merging when the similarity between all pairs
of clusters drops below some threshold (0.5 in the current
implementation) or when only one cluster remains. The tree
corresponding to the largest cluster formed so far is returned.
All fragments not belonging to the tree are removed from the
block. This early termination removes unrelated fragments
that were mistakenly added to the blocks because of errors
made in previous steps.
For each pair of sequences from the adjusted block, ProDA
applies the probabilistic consistency transformation as used
by ProbCons. As a default, ProDA uses two iterated applica-
tions of this transformation, which work well in practice (10).
As with ProbCons, the tree construction and probabilistic
consistency transformation steps require O(mb
3cLb) time,
where mb and Lb are the number of fragments and the length
of each fragment of block b, and c is the average number of
non-zero elements in posterior probability matrices.
5. Progressive alignment. This step is similar to the pro-
gressive alignment step of ProbCons. For each progressive
alignment step, we run a proﬁle–proﬁle Needleman–Wunsch
alignment procedure in which the score for matching a
column containing n1 non-gap letters to one with n2 non-
gap letters is computed by summing n1n2 values from the
corresponding pairwise posterior matrices. No gap penalties
are used.
6. Final alignment extraction. The start and end columns of
the multiple alignment from Step 5 often contain gaps as in the
example shown in Figure 7. These gaps correspond to errors
in the aligned fragment boundaries and should not be present
in the ﬁnal alignment. Thus, ProDA extracts and returns the
longest aligned region whose initial and ﬁnal columns contain
no gaps (the region inside the rectangle in Figure 7).
7. Removing used PLAs. If two fragments belong to an align-
ment formed in Step 6, their aligned portions should not
occur together in subsequent alignments returned by ProDA.
To guarantee this, ProDA identiﬁes all PLAs that contain
pairs of fragments from the ﬁnal alignment above, and
removes the used portions of these PLAs from the set of
candidate PLAs.
This is illustrated in Figure 8, in which the middle section
of a PLA belongs to a ﬁnal alignment generated in Step 5.
ProDA removes this middle part, and retains the remaining
left and right portions only if they are at least Lmin in length.
If there are no more PLAs then the algorithm stops; other-
wise it goes back to Step 3.
Algorithm evaluation
For global alignments, the sum-of-pairs (SP) score is the
most common measure of aligner accuracy. For alignments
of proteins with rearrangements, however, using the SP
score in isolation gives a poor 1D view of the aligner’s over-
all ability to recover the domain organization of sets of
related sequences. To evaluate the empirical performance of
ProDA for this task, we deﬁne measures that assess the sen-
sitivity and speciﬁcity of an aligner at the residue, domain
and cluster levels.
1. Residue-level accuracy. Let R be a collection of reference
PLAs. Similarly, let T be a corresponding collection of pre-
dicted PLAs generated by an alignment algorithm. To assess
the residue-level accuracy, we deﬁne the following:
Residue sensitivity ðR‚TÞ¼
Number of base pairings in R that also appear in T
Number of base pairings in R
‚
Residue specificity ðR‚TÞ¼
Number of base pairings in T that also appear in R
Number of base pairings in T
:
original PLA 
Fragments present in an alignment
new PLAs 
Figure 8. Adjustment of a PLA containing two fragments from a final block
alignment.
YAZ4_SCHPO AGQYG-RVF-AHKFYLAARSSYAAGALREREALSAD
YIA1_YEAST ------RIYPCHL-AVLSRAEYPKNYIE--------
YIA1_YEAST --SNGKLFT-AHKFLLCARSEI--------------
    O08764 --VEGKLFY-AHKVLLVTASNRP-------------
    O45398 ----K-SVP-AHKYVLAARTDF--------------
    O74881 --KDG-ELK-AHGLFLSLRSEYPSNYITPVN-----
Figure 7. An alignment with gaps in the start and end columns. Block
boundaries are determined by extracting the longest subalignment that begins
and ends with columns not containing gaps.
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2. Domain-level accuracy. We now characterize the ability
of an aligner to recapitulate known domain boundaries (end-
point agreement) and domain positions (midpoint agreement).
Endpoint agreement. Let s and t be two (not necessarily dis-
tinct) segments. The endpoint agreement of s and t measures
how well their left and right boundary positions agree. If s has
boundary positions i1 and i2 and t has boundary positions j1
and j2, then the endpoint agreement of s and t is as follows:
AgreementEPðs‚tÞ¼
fði1‚j1Þþfði2‚j2Þ
2
if s and t come from the same sequence
0 otherwise
‚
8
<
:
where
fði‚jÞ¼
1i f ji jj<c
2 ji jj/c if c<ji jj<2c
0i f ji jj>2c
‚
8
<
:
is a function of the distance between i and j (ranging from 0
to 1). [Here, two positions are considered completely match-
ing whenever they are within a distance c from each other,
not matching if they are more than 2c away from each other,
or partially matching otherwise; in this last case, the function
f(i, j) expresses the degree of matching as a real value from 0
(not matching) to 1 (completely matching).]
Given a collection of reference PLAs R and a collection of
predicted PLAs T, we deﬁne domain endpoint sensitivity and
domain endpoint speciﬁcity as follows:
Domain sensitivityEPðR‚TÞ¼
X
all domains s in R
max
all domains t in T
AgreementEPðs‚tÞ
Number of domains in R
‚
Domain specificityEPðR‚TÞ¼
X
all domains t in T
max
all domains s in R
AgreementEPðs‚tÞ
Number of domains in T
:
In the ﬁrst formula, note that each of the terms in the summa-
tion is  1 whenever a domain s is similar to some domain in
the test collection (with respect to endpoint agreement), and
is  0 whenever s is not similar to any domain in the test col-
lection. Therefore, the summation in the numerator approxi-
mates the number of R domains with good representatives
in T, so the fraction as a whole estimates the proportion
of domains in R which also ‘appear’ in T. Conversely, the
second formula estimates the proportion of domains in T
which also ‘appear’ in R.
Midpoint agreement. In some cases (such as low-identity
alignments or overly conservative reference annotations), a
good alignment algorithm may systematically overalign or
underalign annotated domains in the reference data. If
this occurs in a roughly symmetric fashion, then the
midpoints of the predicted segments may still match with
annotations, even when their exact boundaries do not. In
these cases, we can use the midpoint agreement of s and t,
deﬁned as follows:
AgreementMPðs‚tÞ¼
f
i1þi2
2
‚
j1þj2
2
  
if s and tcome from the same sequence
0 otherwise
:
8
<
:
Based on this measure, we can deﬁne midpoint domain sen-
sitivity and midpoint domain speciﬁcity by using midpoint
agreement instead of endpoint agreement in the formulas
above.
3. Cluster-level accuracy. Finally, we deﬁne a measure that
describes how well domains are clustered into globally
alignable sets. In particular, our measure assumes that the
reference annotation is complete and correct. An aligner
should not fail to cluster homologous sequences: segments
belonging to the same reference cluster should appear in
the same predicted cluster. Conversely, an aligner should
not overpredict homology: segments belonging to the
same predicted cluster should belong to the same reference
cluster.
Let s1 and s2 be two distinct aligned domains s1, s2 in R
(i.e. s1 and s2 belong to the same PLA). If there exist distinct
aligned domains t1, t2 in T such that s1 and t1 overlap in
at least 50% of their respective lengths, and similarly for
s2 and t2, then we say that s1 and s2 are alignable through
T. Then, we may deﬁne cluster sensitivity and cluster speci-
ﬁcity as follows:
Cluster sensitivityðR; TÞ¼
Number of aligned domain pairs in R that are alignable through T
Number of aligned domain pairs in R
‚
Cluster specificityðR; TÞ¼
Number of aligned domain pairs in T that are alignable through R
Number of aligned domain pairs in T
:
Intuitively, these two measures compute the proportion of
pairwise homologies in one collection of PLAs that are
supported by a corresponding homology in the other collec-
tion of PLAs.
RESULTS
We performed an empirical evaluation of ProDA on existing
reference alignments with repeats and rearrangements. Our
experiments measured the ability of ProDA to identify correct
residue pairings, ﬁnd domain boundaries and group similar
domains of related proteins.
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Most existing global and local alignment algorithms ﬁnd
ordered homologies, but deal with neither the occurrence of
repeated/shufﬂed domains nor the issue of domain boundary
identiﬁcation. To illustrate the amount of homology sacriﬁced
when imposing the order constraint, we evaluated the residue-
level accuracy of several existing tools—the local aligner
DIALIGN 2.2 (8,17,35,36), and three popular global aligners
ClustalW 1.83 (37), MUSCLE 3.6 (38) and ProbCons 1.1
(10)—on reference 6 of the BAliBASE 2.0 alignment bench-
mark (15), a publicly available collection of 86 hand-
annotated multiple alignments of protein sequences with
repeats and rearrangements. (The RAlign program (33),
which computes global alignments taking repeats into
account, was not available for evaluation).
Reference 6 is organized into seven subsets containing
sequences with different conﬁgurations of protein domains:
subsets C1a and C1b consist of a few sequences with repeated
domains of the same subtype; C2a, C2b and C2c, sequences
with repeats of different subtypes; C3, sequences containing
repeated domain and an additional non-repeated domain;
and C4, sequences with shufﬂed domains from different pro-
tein families.
We also tested two repeat ﬁnders, RADAR (30) and
TRUST (32), which were originally designed to identify
homologous blocks in single sequences. To adapt these meth-
ods for generating multiple sequence homologous block sets,
we used a straightforward reduction to transform our problem
into an instance of repeat ﬁnding in a single sequence: given
multiple input sequences, we provided the concatenation of
the sequences as input to the repeat ﬁnder; any repeats iden-
tiﬁed that encompassed sequence boundaries were split, and
the ﬁnal set of identiﬁed repeats was ﬁltered to eliminate
homologous segments less than ﬁve residues in length.
For the task of uncovering domain organization in
multiple sequence sets, the ABA program (12) is currently
the only existing program that directly computes the set of
homologous regions common to multiple sequences. The
original implementation of ABA computes alignments for
homologous segments of one or more sequences using Clus-
talW and projects these down to a single consensus sequence.
In order to obtain a measure of ABA’s residue level accuracy,
we modiﬁed the ABA script to output the intermediate
ClustalW multiple alignments for homologous segments
directly, and retained all segments containing at least two
aligned sequences.
Finally, we tested our implementation of the ProDA algo-
rithm with minimum alignment length Lmin ¼ 20, using either
the Viterbi or posterior decoding algorithms for computing
initial pairwise alignments (Materials and Methods). In all
experiments, emission probabilities for the pair HMM were
adapted from the BLOSUM62 scoring matrix (39). The
default transition parameters of ProDA were trained via
unsupervised expectation–maximization (EM) on unaligned
sequences from references 1–5 of the BAliBASE database
(40). Note that we did not train on reference 6, nor did we
use any reference annotations from BAliBASE.
We note that a number of the programs crashed on one or
more of the alignments; in particular, on an Intel Xeon
3.2 GHz machine with 6 GB memory, ABA failed on 8 align-
ments, TRUST failed on 10 alignments and RADAR failed
on 1 alignment. To provide a fair comparison, we excluded
these alignments from our evaluation, assuming that the
excluded alignments do not result in major biases in overall
performance.
Residue-level accuracy
In our ﬁrst set of experiments, we assessed the residue-level
accuracies of all methods using our deﬁned residue-level
accuracy measures. The results for each subset of reference
6 and the entire reference are shown in Table 1.
As expected, the local aligner and three global aligners
have the lowest SP scores, owing to the restriction that all ele-
ments must appear in the same order in all aligned sequences.
The ABA aligner, designed speciﬁcally for these types of
alignments, shows better sensitivity but in fact performs
worse than the modiﬁed repeat ﬁnders. The best sensitivities
are obtained by RADAR and ProDA, though both versions of
Table 1. Residue-level accuracy of aligners on BAliBASE reference 6
Score Method C1a (4) C1b (6) C2a (10) C2b (20) C2c (20) C3 (5) C4 (5) Overall (70)
Residue sensitivity ClustalW 0.30 0.26 0.12 0.15 0.16 0.09 0.11 0.16
DIALIGN 0.25 0.25 0.12 0.14 0.18 0.10 0.12 0.16
MUSCLE 0.32 0.27 0.12 0.15 0.19 0.09 0.12 0.17
ProbCons 0.37 0.28 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.11 0.14 0.18
ABA 0.74 0.51 0.12 0.31 0.22 0.09 0.20 0.27
TRUST 0.38 0.42 0.26 0.22 0.31 0.31 0.19 0.28
RADAR 0.58 0.52 0.42 0.38 0.47 0.60 0.35 0.45
ProDA-Posterior 0.59 0.60 0.32 0.40 0.40 0.45 0.39 0.42
ProDA-Viterbi 0.62 0.62 0.37 0.41 0.44 0.51 0.47 0.45
Residue specificity ClustalW 0.47 0.34 0.63 0.55 0.33 0.14 0.25 0.42
DIALIGN 0.45 0.41 0.63 0.60 0.47 0.28 0.40 0.50
MUSCLE 0.51 0.35 0.63 0.56 0.39 0.15 0.30 0.45
ProbCons 0.61 0.44 0.63 0.60 0.45 0.22 0.39 0.51
ABA 0.80 0.56 0.59 0.48 0.28 0.05 0.35 0.42
TRUST 0.57 0.56 0.65 0.62 0.59 0.56 0.54 0.60
RADAR 0.60 0.53 0.55 0.57 0.65 0.62 0.61 0.59
ProDA-Posterior 0.76 0.73 0.64 0.73 0.73 0.67 0.67 0.71
ProDA-Viterbi 0.83 0.69 0.67 0.75 0.70 0.67 0.69 0.71
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level speciﬁcity. Between the two versions of ProDA that
differ in their initial pairwise alignment step, posterior decod-
ing performs slightly worse than Viterbi decoding for
residue-level accuracy.
Domain-level accuracy
Next, we measured the domain-level accuracy of TRUST,
RADAR, ABA and ProDA in recovering known segment
endpoints and midpoints. All scores were calculated with
c ¼ 10 (i.e. we only require endpoint and midpoint pre-
dictions to be correct to within 10 positions). Note that this
value of c makes the endpoint measures more strict than
measures used previously (14,41), where endpoints within
20 residues from the reference endpoints were counted as
correct. The results are summarized in Table 2.
In these tests, ABA performs moderately well on subsets
1a and 1b, which contain only repeats of a unique domain
subtype, but signiﬁcantly worse on the other sets, which either
contain variable subtypes or additional conserved domains.
TRUST outperforms ABA, achieving comparable speciﬁcity
to RADAR, but considerably lower endpoint and midpoint
sensitivity. RADAR, which achieved comparable sensitivity
to ProDA at the residue-level, has lower sensitivity and
speciﬁcity compared to ProDA at the domain-level. Here,
RADAR may be overextending domain boundaries on aver-
age, thus yielding similar residue-level sensitivity but lower
accuracy in the other measures; this hypothesis is consistent
with the observation that conserved segments identiﬁed by
RADAR and ProDA average 52 and 33 residues in length,
respectively.
The two ProDA versions stand alone in achieving both the
highest sensitivity and speciﬁcity for domain endpoint and
midpoint identiﬁcation. ProDA’s midpoint accuracies are
higher than its endpoint accuracies, indicating that in many
cases, ProDA correctly identiﬁes a conserved segment but
chooses different boundaries from those in the reference
set, owing to overalignment or underalignment. Overall, we
conclude that ProDA correctly identiﬁes the boundaries or
midpoints of  80–85% of protein domains on average.
Looking closer at alignments with low scores, we found
two general types of domain conﬁgurations that proved
difﬁcult for the algorithm:
(1) Long domains that contain weakly conserved regions.
In such cases, the pairwise alignment step finds only
fragments of domains. Each final alignment therefore
contains conserved fragments from different domains.
Here we do not miss whole domains, but we cannot find
accurate boundaries. An example is the family of Dead
domains.
(2) Short domain repeats that are located close to each other.
In such cases, the pairwise alignment step tends to over-
align and finds local alignments that contain whole
domains along with parts of their neighbors. The
neighbors are therefore missed. Then, the algorithm
outputs alignments containing fewer domains than in
references but with accurate boundaries.
In both cases, errors can be traced to decisions made during
the pairwise alignment step.
Cluster-level accuracy
Finally, we measured the cluster-level accuracy of the ﬁve
alignment algorithms tested in the previous section. The per-
formances of the ﬁve aligners on Reference 6 are shown in
Table 3.
Here, ABA and TRUST have the least success in recover-
ing pairwise homologous segments, each detecting  20% of
the aligned segment pairs in the reference annotation.
RADAR and the two versions of ProDA achieve comparable
sensitivities, both recovering slightly more than half of these
homologies; however, ProDA is considerably more speciﬁc
with respect to not declaring pairwise homologous segments
that are unsupported in the reference set.
Table 2. Domain-level accuracy of aligners on BAliBASE reference 6
Score Method C1a (4) C1b (6) C2a (10) C2b (20) C2c (20) C3 (5) C4 (5) Overall (70)
Domain endpoint sensitivity ABA 0.79 0.51 0.06 0.24 0.20 0.11 0.30 0.25
TRUST 0.48 0.62 0.24 0.33 0.53 0.58 0.30 0.42
RADAR 0.80 0.58 0.67 0.71 0.68 0.87 0.72 0.70
ProDA-Viterbi 0.73 0.73 0.82 0.77 0.76 0.79 0.86 0.78
ProDA-Posterior 0.88 0.73 0.91 0.80 0.75 0.79 0.86 0.80
Domain endpoint specificity ABA 0.45 0.24 0.19 0.23 0.16 0.05 0.26 0.21
TRUST 0.38 0.50 0.38 0.40 0.49 0.49 0.56 0.45
RADAR 0.43 0.28 0.55 0.51 0.40 0.48 0.44 0.45
ProDA-Viterbi 0.46 0.41 0.61 0.60 0.48 0.47 0.52 0.53
ProDA-Posterior 0.60 0.41 0.70 0.63 0.53 0.50 0.58 0.58
Domain midpoint sensitivity ABA 0.73 0.53 0.10 0.41 0.18 0.20 0.42 0.32
TRUST 0.50 0.54 0.31 0.31 0.51 0.53 0.30 0.41
RADAR 0.72 0.51 0.68 0.81 0.66 0.85 0.72 0.71
ProDA-Viterbi 0.91 0.71 0.90 0.85 0.83 0.90 0.91 0.85
ProDA-Posterior 0.92 0.75 0.93 0.86 0.84 0.95 0.87 0.86
Domain midpoint specificity ABA 0.38 0.18 0.41 0.30 0.05 0.07 0.23 0.22
TRUST 0.28 0.45 0.67 0.40 0.43 0.46 0.54 0.46
RADAR 0.33 0.19 0.58 0.53 0.37 0.45 0.43 0.44
ProDA-Viterbi 0.48 0.39 0.65 0.63 0.48 0.53 0.53 0.55
ProDA-Posterior 0.56 0.41 0.71 0.66 0.53 0.59 0.58 0.59
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reference contains only one repeat cluster per family. Instead
of ﬁnding one cluster per family, however, we observed that
most aligners output several smaller clusters all belonging to
the same family. This reﬂects the fact that domains from the
same family have different degrees of conservation to each
other; here, the extent of cluster fragmentation depends on
the threshold used for detecting segment homology. In such
a situation, we expect relatively high cluster speciﬁcities
(as all domains within a predicted cluster will necessarily
belong to the same cluster in the reference collection) yet
low cluster sensitivities (as domains in the single reference
cluster will match poorly with the split clusters in the pre-
dicted collection). This hypothesis is consistent with the
data, as most methods (except ABA) achieve considerably
higher cluster speciﬁcity than sensitivity.
DISCUSSION
We have described a new algorithm, ProDA, for alignment of
protein sequences with repeated and shufﬂed domains. Given
a set of sequences, ProDA ﬁrst infers repeat and domain
structures based on all-versus-all pairwise local alignments.
It then performs progressive multiple alignment for each
inferred protein block. To ensure reliability of the alignments
found, ProDA uses a cascade of heuristic ﬁlters to remove
spurious alignments both during alignment construction and
post-processing. Unlike other multiple alignment algorithms
which either ignore the problem of repeats and shufﬂes, or
which leave the user to decide on the proper domain structure
of an alignment manually, ProDA attempts to handle these
issues automatically, thus presenting the user with a clear
view of domain organization within proteins.
Ideally, given a set of protein sequences, an alignment tool
should produce all signiﬁcant homologies without imposing
biologically unrealistic restrictions on how these homologies
are organized. ProDA represents a signiﬁcant step towards
redeﬁning the goals and expectations of such a protein multi-
ple alignment system.
In practice, a number of challenges still remain. When
the true alignment is in fact global, traditional multiple align-
ment methods, which do not need to decide whether observed
similarity is sufﬁciently strong to report, tend to have an
advantage. Indeed, on the globally aligned references 1–5
of BAliBASE, ProDA’s average SP score of 0.73 is lower
than ClustalW’s average SP score, 0.86. Nevertheless, for
sequences with repeats and rearrangements, empirical tests
show that ProDA recovers known protein domain structures
with high accuracy while using reasonable computational
resources. On reference 6 of BAliBASE, ProDA achieves
signiﬁcantly higher scores than other alignment programs,
obtaining state-of-the-art sensitivity and substantially better
speciﬁcity than previous methods.
We conclude that ProDA is a practical tool that should aid
molecular biologists in tasks requiring automatic analysis
of related multi-domain proteins with unknown domain archi-
tectures. Source code and executables for ProDA, along with
testing scripts used to perform the evaluations, are publicly
available at http://proda.stanford.edu.
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